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Long-standing Ultra Tile customer, Ebberns Tile Centre recently
completed a testing tiling installation using the renowned ProFlex SP+ES
and an uncoupling system.
The project involved subfloor preparation to include
levelling with Ultra Floor Level IT two. Level IT two
combines excellent flow characteristics with strong
adhesion properties through the inclusion of a
synthetic latex liquid component. This component
provides increased flexural capacity, ensuring the
product has exceptional compatibility with timber
substrates.
When installing an uncoupling system a ‘flexible’
adhesive must always be used, for the mat and chosen
tiles. Ebberns Tile Centre recommends Ultra Tile
ProFlex SP+ES for this type of installation; a standard
set, S1 classified powder adhesive. Known as the ‘pink
bag’, the product is a firm favourite for use with
porcelain and natural stone tiles .
Black and white marble tiles bonded to a DITRA mat.

“Uncoupling systems are
excellent for use in testing
environments and with the
confidence I have in Ultra
Tile products, I knew
despite the difficultly, the
job would go according to
plan.”
Spencer, Manager at Ebberns Tile Centre.

Available in white or grey in 20kg bags, ProFlex SP+ES
can be applied at bed thicknesses from 3-20mm and
has a pot life of an hour.
Marble tiles were chosen for the project and an
intricate black and white pattern was created. The
floor tiling was then grouted using Ultra Tile FlexJoint
in white. This grout boasts a super fine texture, is
polymer modified for ultimate flexibility – essential
when an uncoupling system has been used – repels
water and will not mould.

For further information on tiling onto floors using an uncoupling system, please request a copy of
Ultra Tile’s brochure that is now complete with installations guides. Uncoupling systems feature
on page 28. It may also be downloaded from www.ultratileadhesives.co.uk.
Please call 01442 253 878 to contact Ebberns Tile Centre.
Ultra Tile is part of the Instarmac Group plc.
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EDITOR’S NOTES
Instarmac Group plc was founded in 1977, and is home to the following brands:
ULTRACRETE – Highway Maintenance and Pothole Repair materials
ULTRASCAPE – Mortar Paving System for Streetscape projects
ULTRA TILE – Tile adhesives, coloured grouts and ancillaries
ULTRA FLOOR – Screeds, levelling compounds and damp proof membranes
Instarmac Group plc acquired Emcol from Catomance Technologies in 2010
All Instarmac products are manufactured and certified under ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS18001
Instarmac Group plc is a Great Places to Work® and has a 2-Star Status from Best Companies.
Instarmac Group plc employs over 130 people and is based in Tamworth Staffordshire.
Instarmac recently launched drivewayfix.co.uk and the Approved ‘Drivewayfixer’ scheme

